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Abstract 

Brian Smits 

The interaction of light with surfaces creates complex lighting effects that 
provide potentially useful information about the spatial relationships 
between objects. Previous research has shown cast shadows to be effective in 
determining the 3D layout of a scene. lnterretlections are another source of 
information for spatial relationships; these, however, have been largely 
ignored in studies of human perception. The purpose of this study was to 
determine the effectiveness of interretlection for providing cues to contact, 
and to investigate how interretlection and shadow information combine in 
the perception of object contact. 

Introduction 

Detennining the spatial relationships between objects in a scene is important for 

actions such as path planning, object avoidance, reaching, and grasping. In order to 

detennine spatial layout, human vision takes advantage of the effects of surface 

occlusion of one object by another in the images received by the eyes. For example, if 

the surfaces are separated in depth, occlusion results in binocular disparity differences for 

the projections of corresponding feature points in the two eyes. Motion parallax is 

another well-known cue to surface depth relationships. There are also, so-called pictorial 
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cues to depth which require neither motion nor stereo vision. For example, in a 

monocular static image, the displacement between a cast shadow and the casting object in 

an image grows with the relative depth between two surfaces, and recent research has 

shown that shadows are sufficiently strong to override some other depth cues and 

determine the trajectory of an object in a scene [1,2]. Consider for example a ball on a 

homogenous plane. A shadow can perceptually drive the apparent location of the 

object.(figure 1) Even when the shadow is lightened, there can be an effect (figure 2), 

which has been shown to be strong for the case when the ball and shadow are both 

movmg. 

The Sblldow in this image makes the hall 
appear to be located close to floor iu 
the back right corner of the 1100r. 

The shadow in this image makes the ball 
appear to be weU above the right front 
cormr of the floor. 

Figure 1: BalJ-in-Box Images 

In both images the red ball Is In the same pi>SiUon on the checkerboard noor. 
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The white ellipse in this image make,~ 
the ball appeAl" to be located dose to 
floor in the back right corner of the noor. 

The wbite ellipse in this image makes 
the ball ll(Jpenr to be 'f\'ell above the 
right front corner of the floor. 

Figure 2: Ball-in-Box Images 

In this image white shudO'rl'S moe u!>ed irutead of dark shadows. 
In both images t.he red baH Is in the same position on the checkerboard floor. 

Perceptual inferences about depth can be quantitative estimates, or discrete 

decisions. For example, binocular disparity, motion parallax, and cast shadow 

displacement are sources of quantitative information about relative depth. Human vision, 

however, is also effective at utilizing image information to determine qualitative depth 

relations, such as "in front of' or "behind". For example, surface occlusion produces 

unmatched feature pairs in the two eyes, so-called "da Vinci stereopsis", which, given 

knowledge of the eye-of-origin, determines which surface is in front [3]. An example of 

a monocular static cue for qualitative depth is a "T -junction" which is created in the 

image when one surface edge crosses another. 

Human vision also makes other types of categorical perceptual judgments. In 

addition to perceiving whether one object is in front or behind another, the visual system 

can determine whether one surface is touching another. Such contact information is 
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particularly critical for reach and grasp. Contact infom1ation can also be effectively used 

if a large-scale frame-of-reference, such as the ground plane, has a known depth map. 

Then, knowledge of contact of an object with the ground plane determines the viewer's 

distance to the object. For example, by determining the contact between an object and a 

homogeneously textured ground plane observers can quite accurately judge the distance 

to the object [4]. Research on children has shown shadows to be effective in influencing 

depth and height judgements of an object on a plane, an abi lity that was found to improve 

with age.[5]. 

Although motion and binocular parallax are potentially useful for determining 

surface contact through the detection of surface orientation discontinuities, it is worth 

considering whether there might be effective monocular static sources of contact 

information. To be used reliably, cues for relative depth require image features that 

correspond to surface points, rather than to highly variable image features due to the 

effects of illumination. For example, specularities change with eye and light position. 

Shadows and interreflections between surfaces change with variations in relative object 

and light source positions. Because these types of image intensity changes are not tightly 

tied to the locations of surface points, illumination has historically been considered 

something to be discounted in studies of both human and computer vision. 
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Relationship between shadows and interrejlections. Though historically ignored, 

the interaction of light with objects results in a number of subtle illumination effects 

which may be useful cues for surface attributes and relations. As noted above, cast 

shadows are effective in determining the 3D layout of a scene, and other studies are 

finding shadows playa role in object recognition [1,2,6] lnterreflection is another effect 

that is closely related to shadows [7]. Consider the intersection of two surfaces (figure 

3). 

Light Source 

The thinner the wedge, the more likely 
that a randomly placed light source will 
result in a s.hadowed area. 

Light Source 

IntelTeflection 

The thinner the wedge. the more likely that <:1 

ray of light that does enter the wedge will 
bounce off multiple surfaces, resulting in an 
interreflection effect. 

Figure 3: Relationship Between Sbadows and Interre.flections 
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Decreasing the angle between the surfaces also decreases the likelihood for a 

randomly placed light source to strike either of the surfaces; hence the more likely for 

there to be a shadow. However, as the angle between the two surfaces decreases, any 

light source that does enter will result in more bounces between the surfaces, and hence 

the more likely for there to be interreflection. Since interreflection is closely tied to 

shadows, it may also affect visual processes that incorporate shadows. Recent 

computational studies have shown how interreflection can be used to extract color or 

shape from image intensity values [8-11]. However, even though interreflections have 

image properties similar to shadows, little is known about the effectiveness of 

interreflections for the human perception of spatial layout, or other perceptual tasks. 

Surface albedo and interreflections. The subtlety of interreflection raises 

questions about its importance to the human visual system. There is evidence, however, 

that indicates perception can use interreflection information. A study by Gilchrist and 

Jacobsen [12] studied human responses to "a world of one reflectance." Two small 

rooms with objects were painted either all matte white or all matte black. Participants 

could accurately distinguish the white room from the black room, even when the rooms 

were illuminated to reflect the same average luminance. However, measurement of the 

luminance profiles of the two rooms found greater variation in the black room than in the 

white room. Because interreflection is greater between the white surfaces, the white 

room will have a more uniform luminance profile than the black room. These results 

suggest human sensitivity to intensity variance, a function of indirect illumination, to 

determine surface albedo. 
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Kersten, Hurlbert and Bloj reported results in which participants viewed a 

concave folded card consisting of two opposing surfaces [13,14]. One surface of the card 

was white paper, the other red paper. For a concave card, interreflections naturally result 

in the white side becoming tinged with pink. (Note that if the card was folded to be 

convex, there would be no interreflection, so a white surface would remain white, 

unaffected by the adjacent red card.) Although the physical shape of the card remained 

constant, the perceived shape of the card, concave versus convex, was driven by a stereo 

cue. They found that participants accurately discounted the interreflection in the concave 

condition, thus seeing the white paper as white. But when the same image was seen as 

convex, observers interpreted the white surface as being a pinkish paper instead of white. 

So given cues to shape, the viewer can discount effects of illumination, again showing 

sensitivity to interreflection. 

Spatial layout, interreflections and shadows. Both of the above experiments 

showed that human vision can use interreflection information, but both involved 

judgements of albedo. If an observer is unsure of the geometry between two surfaces, 

can interreflections be used to judge spatial relationship? The purpose of this study is to 

investigate whether human vision uses interreflections to determine object contact and if 

so, how this information combines with shadows. 

Methods 

Computer graphics was used to simulate images of a rectangular box which was 

either in contact or slightly above a floor. The floor was a continuous, textured ground 

plane (Figure 4). Shadows and interreflections were generated based on a model of the 
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physics of light transport [15]. Research participants viewed these images and made 

decisions about the contact of the box with the ground plane. 

1.5 
1.5 

Z-axis 

Y-axis 

Figure 4: Geometry of the Scene: 

1.5 
1.5 

Light 2 

The green Box is centered at the oli gi n . Light t is centered a.t 
(-4.0,2.25. 12.0). Light 2 is oentered at (I .0. 2 .25. -12.0) , 
In the touc11ing condition, the Gree n Box lies on the floor plane. 
in tneaoove condit jon it is 0 JJ 10 uni ts above the floor. 
All me(lsurements are in absolute units. 

The objects were modeled with simple geometry and the material of both the box and the 

floor were ideallambertian reflectors. The box has the albedo of the green square in the 

top row of the Macbeth ColorChecker Chart [16], and the floor is grey with albedo 0.7 . 

The light sources were modeled as diffusely illuminating rectangles (1.5 X 1.5 units) with 

a grey (flat) intensity curve. The computed images were tone mapped to an image 

format with 256 levels per channel, where zero intensity was mapped to the lowest image 

level, 
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the largest RGB component was mapped to the largest image level, and the rest of the 

pixels were mapped linearly between those extremes The scene was generated in four 

(one light source, Figure 5) conditions, and four (two light source, Figure 6) conditions: 

1) No Shadow + No Interreflection; 2) Shadow + No Interreflection; 3) No Shadow + 

Interreflection; 4) Shadow + Interreflection. 

I I I I 
NoSbadow 
No lnterrefleclion 
Touching 

No Shadow 
No InterrefleClion 
Above 

Shadow 
No Interreflection 
Touching 

Shadow 
No Imerreflection 
Above 

No Shadow 
Interreflect.ion 
Touchiug 

No Shadow 
Interreflet:tion 
Above 

Figure 5: One Light Source Images 
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Shadow 
Inlcn-etkclion 
TOllching 

Shadow 
InlelTenection 
Above 



No Shadow 
Nu lntcrrefh;clion 
Touching 

No Shadow 
No Interrefleclion 
AI.,ove 

Shadow 
No Interreflection 
Touching 

Shadow 
No lnterrefle·ction 
Above 

No Shadow 
Interreflection 
Touching 

No Shadow 
lntcn'Cflecrion 
Above 

Figure 6: Two Source Light Images 

Shadow 
Inlerreflection 
Touching 

Shadow 
I ntcrrellection 
Above 

A final condition was used in which the image rendering was not based on a 

realistic model of the physics of light. This condition had one light source, a white 

shadow, and a photometrically incorrect (red instead of green) interreflection (Figure 6). 

In each of the above conditions the scene was rendered twice, with the box slightly above 

the floor, and with the box touching the floor. 
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'White Sh~dow 
Red lntelTetlectiQn 
Touching 

White Shadow 
Red IntelTeflection 
AboYe 

Figure 7: The U Faked U Images 

Twenty-two participants viewed each image ten times in a random order. 

Participants made a judgement in which they ranked their confidence regarding the 

contact between the floor and the box. The degree of contact choices were: definitely 

touching, maybe touching, unsure, maybe above, and definitely above. The images were 

displayed at a resolution of 1024 X 768 on an Applevision 171 OA V display at a distance 

of 64cm. The images were displayed at a gamma of 1.8, the monitor was calibrated using 

the following gamma correction applet 

(http: //www.cs.berkeley.edu/-efros/java/gamma/gamma.html), and the images had a 

mean luminance of 120 cd/m2
, with shadow areas averaging around 15 cdlm2 and the 

highly illuminated areas averaging around 200 cdlm2
• All participants had normal or 

corrected to normal vision, gave their informed consent, and received extra credit for 

their participation in a research experience program connected to a first year psychology 

class . 

Data Analysis 
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Participant responses were analyzed independently. Because each image can be 

considered as having a "correct answer", either touching or above as determined by the 

geometry of the image, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves could be 

generated for each individual, for each condition. The ROC curve is generated by 

detennining the correct number of responses for each criterion level (definitely touching, 

maybe touching, unsure, maybe above, and definitely above), and plotting hits (object is 

touching and participant says it is touching) against false alarms (object is not touching 

and participant says it is touching.)[17] The area under the ROC curve gives a 

measurement of sensitivity ranging from 0 to 1 with an area of one showing the highest 

sensitivity. Figure 8 shows the average area for the participants for each condition with 

standard error bars. 

1.0~------------------~~--------------------~--------~ 

0.9 +-------

0.8 +-----iI: 

0.7 +-------iIII 

~~ea 0.6 +-____ __ 
Under 
ROC O.S 
Curve 

OA +-flH ....... -

0.3 

0.1 

0.0 

One Light Source 

S 
I 

S NS S 
Nl I ] 

Two Light Sources 

Figure 8: Participant results (grouped by image condition): 
NS = no Shadow S = Shadow 
NI = no lnlcn-cflcctiol) I = Interrel1ection 
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Results 

It is important to note that in the case of no shadows or interreflections, 

performance for determining object contact was at chance. This suggests that 

participants did not have biased judgements resulting from the effect of other cues, such 

as coplanarity with the floor plane. 

Adding just shadows or just interreflections resulted in a higher sensitivity to 

object contact. A combination of shadows with interreflections resulted in the highest 

sensitivity and was significantly greater than in images that had only shadows or only 

interreflections. Also note that the "faked" shadow and interreflection condition also 

resulted in a relatively high sensitivity. Though the illumination effects were not 

physically correct, subjects could still make an accurate response. This suggests that 

some property other than the color of the shadow and interreflection help playa role in 

signifying object contact. For instance, the alignment of the shadow contour with the 

comer of the box may be an important indicator, with the coincidental alignment of the 

contours at the comer point indicating contact. However, the most accurate judgement 

did require both correct shadow and correct interreflection, suggesting that agreement of 

all the cue information led to the best judgement. 

Conclusion 

The results of this research show that shadows and interreflections are important 

cues for object contact. Though interreflections appear more subtle than shadows in the 

image, under the conditions of this experiment, they convey equally strong information 

about object contact. However, the greatest sensitivity results from a combination of 
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both shadows and interretlections. When taken together with shadows, interretlection 

light effects may prove to be valuable cues to spatial layout and in general to a visual 

system that uses light information to make sense of the outside world. 
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